ANNOUNCEMENT OF SELECTION FOR N. 2 STUDY PLACES FOR STUDENTS ENROLLED IN THE PATHWAY OF EXCELLENCE “MEDICINE ENHANCED BY ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGIES” [MEET] A.Y. 2022-2023

ADMISSION AND REAPPOINTMENT REQUIREMENTS

Are eligible for the competition, regardless of their citizenship, applicants that:

• hold a degree giving access to the University's Degree Programs, obtained with a grade of at least 80/100 (or equivalent);
• are under 25 years of age in the year 2022;
• are enrolled at the University of Pavia in the "Golgi" or "Harvey" degree courses in Medicine as winners of the MEET "Medicine Enhanced by Engineering Technologies" pathway of excellence for the a.y. 2022-23;
• have no criminal convictions and no pending criminal proceedings;
• have taken, at the time of submitting the application for admission or in any case by the end of October 2021, all the examinations stipulated in the three-year study plan, with an average for each year of not less than 27/30 (and each examination with a grade of not less than 24/30);
• are not already Alumni of Collegio Borromeo in the a.y. 2020/21 or 2021/22.

Confirmation of the place in the Collegio for the following year will take place according to the current regulations of Collegio Borromeo and under the same economic conditions of the present announcement and on the basis of the clauses stipulated in the hospitality contract signed between Collegio Borromeo and the student.

ANNUAL CONTRIBUTION AND SERVICES OFFERED

The annual contribution (€ 550,00/month for 11 months) for the entire opening period of the Collegio (from October 2022 to August 2023 excluding closure for Christmas, Easter and summer vacations) includes the following services:

RESIDENTIAL: single rooms with bathroom or shared bathroom (some rooms have air conditioning); including utilities and routine and extraordinary maintenance; weekly cleaning and periodic sanitization; laundry for personal items (coin-operated washer-dryer for a fee); full board (7/7) during the open period excluding national and communal holidays (cafeteria service for breakfast, lunch and dinner or alternatively at the student's request, for some specific degree programs, reimbursement of expenses incurred for the university cafeteria is possible); 24-hour (7/7) concierge and janitor; chapel; study rooms, conference room, meeting rooms; library (with the possibility of book loans), historical archives (subject to specific regulations), newspaper library; computer rooms with printers...
and photocopiers (with printing card for a fee); gymnasium, sports fields; music room (with pianos); recreation rooms, TV rooms; gardens and park; bicycle parking. 

**EDUCATION:** in-depth cultural activities, through interdisciplinary courses and courses recognized by the University of Pavia; thematic workshops of national and international character; supplementary interdisciplinary courses aimed at the acquisition of transversal skills; music programs; individual orientation interviews with management staff and professionals in the field; tutoring activities on the university course and university exams with internal students (junior tutors), faculty, doctoral students (senior tutors); psychological counseling desk; language courses aimed at obtaining certifications; orientation to Erasmus exchange programs and internationalization programs (winter/summer school and conventions); orientation and introduction to the world of work through individual interviews and group activities (internship and internship opportunities, company visits, meetings with professionals); psychological counseling; opportunities to compare and share with other students, senior staff, former students, including through community activities such as sports teams for intercollegiate tournaments, musical activities.

**SCHOLARSHIPS**

Annually, Alumni are eligible for numerous scholarships for academic and personal research projects, international mobility, traineeships, foreign language certifications, dissertations, and reimbursement of registration fees for selections to master's degree programs and summer/winter schools.

**METHODS AND CONDUCT OF THE COMPETITION**

The evaluation of the applications of interested students will take place through a selection by qualifications and merit interview carried out by a committee composed of the Dean of the College, a representative of the Department of Internal Medicine and Medical Therapy and a representative of the Department of Molecular Medicine of the University of Pavia. The Secretary General of the Borromeo College will serve as secretary. At the end of the evaluation, the Board of Directors of Borromeo College will define the ranking of the successful candidates. In view of the Covid-19 epidemic containment regulations, the tests will be held in remote telematic mode.
EVALUATION OF TITLES

The evaluable titles and their scores are as follows:
- reference letter: max points 5
- motivational letter: max points 15
- number and the mathematical average of profit examinations taken during the university course: max points 20

ORAL TEST

Candidates with a score of at least 30/40 in the evaluation of qualifications are admitted to the oral test.
The oral test (rated max 20 points) consists of an interview with the Commission designed to ascertain the candidate's preparation and level of maturity, skills possessed, and to assess the candidate's aptitude for community life, personality, motivation for study, and propensity to participate in the College's educational activities.
The test will be held from Wednesday, August 31st, 2022, according to a schedule that will be published on the Official Notice Board and the College's website (www.collegioborromeo.it) by Monday, August 29th, 2022.

COLLEGE ADMISSION RANKING

The Board of Directors will add to the score achieved by the candidate in the evaluation of qualifications the score achieved in the oral test and will formulate the ranking list that will be published on the Official Bulletin Board and on the Collegio Borromeo website by Thursday, September 8th, 2022.
At the reasoned request of the candidate, the tests may also be held in English.
Only the winners will be notified of the outcome of the competition by phone or e.mail.
Eligible for tenure at the College will be only those candidates who obtain an overall grade higher than 50/60.

APPLICATION FOR ADMISSION AND DEADLINES

The application for admission is available for completion on the College website (www.collegioborromeo.it) from Thursday, July 14th, 2022, until noon on Thursday, August 25, 2022.
The Competition Secretariat is available for assistance: tel. 0382.395507; e.mail concorso@collegioborromeo.it
Competitors must indicate in the online procedure their personal data, the composition of their household (in case of separated/divorced parents or for candidates with residence outside the family unit, the household is that of the family of origin) and the educational qualification held.

Applicants must attach on the online procedure

- a digital color photo of themselves;
- a copy of double-sided ID card;
- a copy of social security number/health card;
- motivational letter, in which the applicant sets out his/her study interests, motivations and potential for cultural and professional development (max 1,500 words);
- number of exams taken and mathematical grade point average;
- certification (on unstamped paper) issued by the university office absolving the exams taken;
- certification or self-certification of admission to the University of Pavia's MEET pathway of excellence.

Candidates subsequently upon registration of the online procedure:

- will be able to communicate any reasoned request to hold the oral tests in English;
- will receive the modalities for the completion and transmission of the cover letter, to be written by a person indicated by the candidate, complete with the relevant address.

It is the candidate's responsibility to initiate the computer procedure in time for the referees to send their evaluations by the deadline.

In accordance with Presidential Decree 445/2000, at the oral tests, candidates will confirm the statements made at the time of application.

**CHECKS ON THE DOCUMENTATION SUBMITTED**

Borromeo College reserves the right (even after the appointment of the winners) to exercise careful control over the requirements indicated in the application and the declarations produced and will carry out by any means at its disposal the investigations it deems appropriate by requesting information and inquiries from the Tax Police, the State Tax Administration, the municipalities and cadastral offices.

Lack of the requirements and untruthfulness of the statements made will result in exclusion from the competition and forfeiture of the position.
ACCEPTANCE

By Friday, September 9, 2022, at noon, the winners must communicate in writing by e.mail a statement of acceptance or renunciation of the place. The College Administration may - at its discretion - consider failure to communicate within the prescribed time limit as a silence-rejection. In case of renunciations, a subsequent call will be made in order of ranking: the winners must send within 24 hours of the communication received by the Administration a statement of acceptance or renunciation of the place. From the acceptance, all the formal and economic fulfillments of conferring the place will start including the payment of the deposit of € 500.00 (non-refundable if the place is canceled). Subsequently, the place assignees will have to sign the hospitality contract (which must be countersigned by the cohabiting parents) in which they accept the economic conditions, the rules and regulations in force of the College sharing the Christian inspiration that characterizes them, the code of ethics, the organizational model, the personalized training plan related to "non-formal" learning as indicated in Legislative Decree 13/2013, to be implemented in the academic year of stay. The health status questionnaire will have to be completed at the same time. The first installment minus the deposit must be paid according to the instructions in the hospitality contract. The room will be assigned by the Dean of the College. Admission to the College is scheduled from October 2, 2022 (unless otherwise notified).

INFORMATION ON THE PROCESSING OF PERSONAL DATA

In compliance with the regulations set forth in European Regulation No. 2016-679 and Legislative Decree No. 196-2003, the Almo Collegio Borromeo informs that the processing of personal data requested regarding participation in this call for applications is based on the principles of correctness, lawfulness and transparency and the protection of your personal privacy. Pursuant to the aforementioned legislation, therefore, we inform you that:

- the purpose of the processing of personal data provided is strictly and necessarily directed to the verification of the regulatory criteria for participation in the competition, for the reaffirmation of the position in the College and to benefit from the provision of services and activities offered in relation to the Internal Regulations of the College and for the management of procedures related to the training activities of the Colleges of Merit, accredited with the Ministry of University and Research;
- the mode of processing of personal data is carried out by means of electronic or otherwise automated tools for the above purposes, in accordance with the provisions of Legislative Decree No. 196-2003 and EU Regulation No. 2016-679, and will include all the operations or set of operations provided for in Article 4, paragraph 1, letter A) of the aforementioned Legislative Decree No. 196-2003;
• all personal data processed are kept and located at the server operator, which is a third-party company that adopts very high levels of security with regard to the safekeeping and storage of personal data;
• the nature of the provision of personal data for the purposes indicated therein is mandatory, since any refusal would not allow the Data Controller to collect the data of the Pupil(s) interested in joining the collegiate community.
• the use of electronic tools is handled exclusively by personnel specifically appointed by the Data Controller;
• the storage of data will take place on computer media;
• for the purposes of the historical memory of the College, all data relating to the Pupil(s)/Amateur(s) joining the collegiate community will be kept in the Historical Archives of the Almo Collegio Borromeo;
• the communication of personal data related to the processing in question, for the purposes indicated in this statement is not subject to dissemination or communication outside the College, with the exception of the MUR, CCUM, CINECA and IUSS, except in the cases provided for by Law. The scope of data dissemination will be strictly limited to the execution of the assignment given by the Data Controller to the persons in charge. The personal data may be known exclusively by the Data Processor and by the personnel in charge of the processing, within the scope of their respective functions and duties in accordance with the instructions received, only for the achievement of the specific purposes indicated in this notice.

The Chairman of the Board of Directors
prof. adv. Vincenzo Salvatore

The Rector
Alberto Lolli

Pavia, June 2022